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Let S, be the symmetric group on n letters, and let Q(n, k) be the set of all 
k element subsets of { 1, 2,..., y1}, where II > k > 0. Let G(n, k) be the image of 
S, on 0, acting element-wise, i.e., g’ E G(n, k) is the image of g E S, if 
{a 1 ,*.*, a# = {ai,..., ai], where the czi are distinct elements of ( 1, 2,..., n ). 
Since G(n, k) is permutation isomorphic to G(n, n -k) on fl(n, it -k), we 
may assume k < fn. If n = 2k, G is contained in a subgroup with index 2, 
which in turn lies in a group abstractly isomorphic to 
z2 1 St,*(;). 
This case is very complicated, but in any event G is not maximal in A, or 
S, . So we may assume n = 2k + i, where i E N. If k = 0 or 1, then G = S,, 
so we will assume k > 2 and prove the following 
THEOREM. (I) rf n > 2k + 1, then G(n, k) is maximal in Aa(rz,k, or 
S Rcn,kJ, unless (n, k) = (6,2), (8,2), (10, 3) or (12,4). 
(II) In each of the exceptional cases above, there is a unique 
subgroup S of So strictly containing G and not containing ,4a. Respectively, 
S is isomorphic to PSL(4, 2), Psp(6, 2), Psp(8, 2) and 0 10(2). 
(III) (a) If (n, k) = (5,2), there are only two subgroups L and W of 
S, strictly containing G and not containing A,. The lattice of subgroups 
containing G is: G c L c W c So, where L z S, and W g PTL(2,9). 
(b) If k > 2 and n = 2k + 1, then there is a unique subgroup 
L = L(k) of S, strictly containing G and not containing A,, and L. z S, + , . 
(IV) G(n, k) and L(k) are contained in AR(n,k, if and only if ( i1: ) is 
even. 
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Remark. In (II), all the exceptional groups are simple and thus contained 
in A,. 
Remark. For n = 2k + 1, Sz can be identified with .I?. the set of partitions 
of { 1, 2,.... n, n + 1 } into two k + 1 element sets. Any partition is uniquely 
determined by the k elements in the set containing a particular fixed point of 
{ 1, 2,.... n + 1). In this case, we choose IZ + 1. So in in liz corresponds to 
{aU{n+l),a’) in fi, where a/=(1,2 ,..., n)-a. Hence we have a 
bijection u: R --f fi defined by o(a) = {a U {n + 11, a’ }; We have a group 
isomorphism p: S, --f S,- defined by {GL U (n + 1). u’ ]Oig’ = {a” V {n f 1 ie 
(u E)’ ). Thus @. a) is a permutation isomorphism, and so preserves the lattice 
of subgroups of S, in S, (and conversely). p(C) is the image of (S, + !):! + , 
and is contained in the image z of S,, , in S,- (acting elementwise). The 
L =L(k) in (III) is p-‘(Z). 
We let M be a subgroup of S, containing G and not containing A,. We 
defme H to be the image of (SJlz in G, and let Q = H’. We define I to be 
the image in G of the transposition (1, 2) of S,. Thus t = n, ({ 1\ U x, 
(2 1 U x), where x is a k - 1 element subset of (3,4,..., n}. Now, G and L are 
generated by the images of the transpositions of S, and S,, !, respectively. 
All transpositions are conjugate to (1, 2). Since I is a product of ( ;.I:: j 
disjoint 2-cycles, G and L are contained in A, if and only if (::I; ) is even, 
Thus (IV) follows. 
Since G GM, C,(t) s rZtf(r). C,(t) has the following orbits on R: 
d=IjiiU?c/xisak-lelementsubsetof(3,4,...,nJandi=Ior2/, 
6! = j { 1? 2} U pi J is a k - 2 element subset of 13: 4..... n) 1, 
and 
dz = (z 1 z is a k element subset of (3,4 ,..., n \ 1. 
Al~o,letr=8,U8~.Thusjdj=2(“,_I),18,/=(,~1i)and18~i=(“,‘).Note 
that C,(t)“1 and C,(t)‘1 are permutation isomorphic to G(n - 2, k - 2) and 
G(n - 2. k), respectively. Hence C,(t)“] is primitive, and C,(r)” is primitive 
whenever n # 2k + 2. When n = 2k + 2, CG(tje2 has only one set of non- 
trivial blocks (6, 8’) of length 2, where 6 is any k element subset of 
j3, 4,.... ;? \, and 6’ = { 3,4 ,..., n 1 - 6. We let o1 be the set of all such blocks. 
As A = s,:(t) and f = fix(r), A cannot combine with 8, or r9? in C,g(r). 
and so is an orbit crl” r Jt). The two element sets B, = { { 1 i U -‘I, {2j ti xi, 
where x is a k - 1 element subset of 13. 4,..., n)* are biocks of Csn(t)“. We 
let d be the set of all blocks B,. Hence IJ\= ( ::I ), and C,(t)’ is 
permutation isomorphic to G(n - 2, k - 1). Thus C,(t)” is primitive. 
Let b be the homomorphism g H g(, , and let v: CJt)’ --f-) C,Jt)“. Let K 
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be the kernel of ~4. Then KA has the BL’s as orbits, and so is an elementary 
abelian 2-group. 
The proof of the theorem is by induction on n. In most cases, we will 
show that K = (t), C>Jt) = C,(t), and then M = G. 
A partial result of the above theorem has been obtained by Klin and 
Kaluinin [3], essentially with II + k and using concepts from Krassner 
algebras. E. Halberstadt has published the cases n = 2k + i, i> 5 [2], and is 
preparing another version of this theorem, using permutation group methods, 
but quite different proofs. Also Ustimenko-Bakumovskii has published an 
article on this theorem, but with most of his arguments omitted 181. 
This paper is based on a Ph.D dissertation at Rutgers University under the 
direction of Charles C. Sims. 
1 
We need the following two results: 
(1) Let R be a primitive group on A, and let S and T be nonidentity 
subgroups of R such that sup(S) n sup(T) = 0 and T is transitiveon sup(T). 
Then R is alternating or symmetric on A, or is of degree a power of 2. 
This is implicit in the proof of Lemma 1.7 of 141. By 13.1 of [7], R is 
doubly-transitive. The rest of the argument is on p. 106 of [4]. 
(2) If 1 < k < n - 1, then (t) is not a power of a prime 161. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 8, and 19~ fuse in C,Jt) and (n, k) # (5, 2), (8, 2) or 
(10, 3). Then Kr = 1. 
Since (&I # /8,l or 2 lOi\, C,,,Jt)’ is primitive. If K, # 1, then KA is tran- 
sitive on r. As G is primitive on 0, considering K3, (t) and 141, we have 
A, E M or JO ( = (i ) = 2”. Considering [6], we have a contradiction. Thus 
KA = 1, and so Kg K” and K” are elementary abelian 2-groups. 
Assume Kr # 1. Since Cs,(t)r is primitive, Kr is regular and so ]rl = 2”, 
for some positive integer u. Let h be the image of an N - 2 or n - 3 cycle in 
(S,l!,Z~ whichever has odd order. Let L = Kr . (hi,), a semi-direct product. 
Since Kr is transitive, L = KrL,. where aET. Then lL(=JKr](L,]/ 
IK’nL,l= lKrl IL,), as Kr is regular. Thus IL, ] = ]A]. By the Schur- 
Zassenhaus Theorem with n = (21, (hi,) = (L,)” for some g E L c C,,l(t)r. 
Thus h fixes ug E r. This means h fixes k - 2 or k points in (3,4,..., M} 
setwise. As h is the image of an 12 - 2 or yt - 3 cycle and n > 2k, we must 
have k < 3. Thus Irl= ( :I:) + (“;‘) = 2”, where k = 2 or 3. The only 
solutions are (n, k) = (5,2), (8, 2), (10, 3) and (26, 3). 
For the (26,3) case, choose h to be the image of a 19-cycle in (S,),:. 
Here, Kr is elementary abelian of order 2”, and h normalizes but does not 
centralize Kr. But 19,j’]GL(ll, 2)], and we have a contradiction. 
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LEMM.4 2A. Let X E Ai or S,, where r > 9. Then X has no tramitiw 
permutation representation on A, where r < /A ( < 4 ?-(r - I). 
ProoJ Suppose the lemma is false and 9: X- S,, is a representation. 
Since r, IA I> 9. @ is 1 - 1. Let V= 15~‘(O(X).,). where ,l En. Since O(X) is 
transitive, iX: .V/ = /f?(X) : 6( k)j = (A /. 
If V is a primitive subgroup of X, by 14.2 of 171, IX: VI > 
(1,/2)i(r $ 1),/2]! > (2’ ). If XZ S, and V is intransitive. V is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of S, X SrPd, where 2 < d < r - 2. If X z A, and V is intransitive. 
V is isomorphic to a subgroup of S,.-z or the crown product of A, x A,-,, 
where 2 < d < r - 2. In any case IX: VI > (; ). If V is imprimirive, V is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the wreath product S, (’ Sr,<*, where dJ Y and 
both d, r/d > 2. Hence 
(l/2) r! 
Inl=Iw:v~’ (d!)““@,,d)! > 
as r > 9, and we have a contradiction. 
~EMh4.A 2B. If k > 2, then Arg C,,(r)x~ 
Proof: Suppose C,,,(t)“? A,. If Cnr(t)$ f 1, then C,(t)p? A, as 
121 > 4. Let s be an element of C,(t), whose image in C’Jt)’ is a 3-cycle. 
Then sz has degree 6. Since M is primitive, by 15.1 of 171, jQ/ < (m’/3 + rn) 
log nTj2 -+ 3m/2, where m is the minimai degree of $1, and we have a 
contradiction. Hence C,,,(t)r/Kr = A, or Sh. 
First suppose 6, and O2 fuse in C,,(t). By Lemma 1, Kr = 1 or (n. Icj = 
(IO, 3). By the above paragraph, (C,,,(t)‘)’ = A, or (K. k) = (IO, 3) and 
(C,,(t)r’ j’/Kr FZ A,, . In the latter case, as K’ is an elementary abelian group 
of order 26, (C,Jt)“)‘/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(6, 2). But 
23.kiGL(6, 2)/. In the former case, since 121 < jTI < f (‘71 (iZ[ -- 11, by 
Lemma 2A, we have a contradiction. 
Hence 8, and B2 do not fuse in C,+[(t). Since (21 > 4 and (8,\ < iz[. 
C,(t)ti 2 AT, and so C,,Jt)ii has A3 as a composition factor. If IZ # 2k + 2, 
then Catf(tje2 is primitive. If C,,r(t)e UA # l? then C.,&)@ Ja is transitive on 02~ 
-4s G is primitive on Q, considering (t) and C,,t(f),,j,, we have a 
contradiction by [4] and [6]. If II = 2k + 2, then C,,I(t)3VB, may have the set 
gz of blocks of Cc(t)” as orbits. Thus C$r(t)due is an elementary abelian 2 
group, possibly trivial, and CJVl(t)e2 has A, as a’ composition factor. In any 
event, / C,M(t)e, /= 2’ /d(, s E N u (O}. 
Let A be 6, if C,,,(t)ez is primitive, gz if not. Thus C1wff)” is primitive, so 
GfW;ezl”d is trivial or transitive. Also /Cw(t)i,uit/ = 2p. By (6 j, lB,j = 
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(“,“)#2 and (&I= $(n;2)#2”‘. Hence C,,ct>~,,, is trivial, and so 
(C,Jt)t,) z Ax. But Idi < ) &I < ) 19~ / < $ 121 (/A 1 - l), a contradiction. 
Hence AX @ Cjz,(t)‘. 
3 
Let M be a counterexample to the theorem with n minimal. This means 
the theorem holds for n - 2. 
LEMMA 3. K is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
ProoJ By Lemma 1, we need consider only the case where 8, and 8, do 
not combine in CJt). 
BY 141 and FL G.&)&, cannot be transitive. Hence, either C,,,(t)‘? is 
primitive and CJt)riyB, = 1, or IZ = 2k + 2, C,b1(t)e2 is imprimitive with 
blocks & and Cnf(t)jve = 1 or is an elementary abelian 2-group with orbits 
g2. Let A be 8, if C,,(i)” is primitive, gZ if C,,f(t)e2 is imprimitive. By [4] 
and [6], we must have C’Jt)il z C.EI(t)i z C,,Jt)zlu”. 
Suppose C.w(t)~l”” # 1. Thus k > 2. By induction, C,,,(t)“’ = Hei, A@,, S,, 
or is an exceptional (simple) group of type 2k + 4. Since (@,I < I I$ j < (&I < 
5 IO,] (I@,1 - l), cases A,, and S,, are out. If C,(t)“l is exceptional of type 
2k + 4, CM(t)’ has type 2k + 2, k> 3, and so CM(t)‘= H’. Here 
C,M(t)el”J’ z C.+f(t)e 1is simple, so C,,l(t)elu” E C,(t)zl”” and thus Qelu:’ G 
Cnl(t)i@. Hence C,,,(t) contains a subgroup R, where sup(R) s: A U f$, 
RA = Q” and Rez = 1 or is an elementary abelian 2-group with orbits 8,. 
Thus sup(R’) = A and (R’)’ = Q’. Letting S = (R’, t), S is transitive on its 
support A. Considering S and C.M(t)A, we have a contradiction by [4] and 
[6]. Hence C,lf(t)~l”L’ = 1. 
Therefore K is an elementary abelian 2-group, Kel = 1, KL\ has orbits B,, 
and Kez = 1 or has orbits 8,. The latter case can occur only if n = 2k + 2. 
4 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume the following: 
(a) If 0, and &fuse in C,,(t), then (12, k) # (5,2), (8, 2) or (10, 3). 
(b) If f?r and 8, do rtot fzlse in C,&t), then (n, k) # (6, 2). 
Then K = (tj. 
Proof. Let K’ = Kg, where g E M, and K and K’ are contained in a 
Sylow 2subgroup P of M. We may assume K and K’ normalize each other 
hlA)<IMALITY OF s, IN s 
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by Lemma 2.1 of [4]. Since K is the kernel of C,,,(t) -+-+ C,,(t)” and t moves 
the points in all blocks B, of & (t> is characteristic in K. Thus 
Njbl(K) c C,,(tj. As K a C.w(r), NJK) = C,w(t). Hence K’ c C,,,(t). 
First suppose K’ # K. As N,,{(K) = C,,(t), C,(K) a C,,(t), and so 
C,w(K)” a C,cl(t)‘. Since K is abelian, Kg C,V,(_K). By induction on n, 
C,%,(tj” = H-\, C,(t)‘, PTL(2, 9) or is simple. Thus, if Kc C,i,(K), then Q 
centralizes K. Hence K = (t) or (if IZ = 2k + 2 and 8, and 0, do not fuse in 
C,,(t)) K = (s, t>, where s = JJ (6, S’) for ail blocks (6, 6’ ] in e,. Suppose 
K ?Z (s, t>, so C,tg(Kj = K. Then Cctf(K’) = K’ also, and thus t E K n K’. Eei 
u E K’ - K? and U be the image of u in C,,<(t)‘* As u E K’ - K, B # 1, hence 
U is an involution. But then (t, U> c K’ has an orbit of length 4 on d. 
Suppose K = (s, tj. If K n K’ # 1, then s, t or st is in K fl K’. If t or SI is in 
K n K’, then we have a u E K’ -K, as above, so that K’ has an orbit of 
length 4 on A. If s E K n K’, let u = (st)“. Since K # K’. u @ K and U is non- 
trivial. As /A/ > I6r /, sup(u) n A # 0, and so K’ has an orbit of length 4 on 
A here also. If K n K’ = 1, let S’ = sg and t’ = tg. As s’, t’ e K, their images 
s”‘, t’ in C,(t)” are involutions. Here, as n = 2k + 2, and 8, and 0, do n.01 
fuse in C,t,(t), k > 2 and C,V,(t)’ = H” or (if k = 3) C,,(t)‘z L,(2). In any 
event, as k- > 2, sup@‘) n sup@‘) n A f 0. But, since sup(s) fi sup(t) = 0. 
sup(s’) n sup(P) = 0 also, and we have a contradiction. 
Now suppose K = Kg for each g E h4. Then K is weakly closed in P with 
respect to M. Suppose K 3 (t). Claim M is doubly-transitive: If K’ 3 (I lAj, 
let a EA. Since K” a C,,(t)‘, Fix(Kf) is a block of C,,.[(t)“. As lK’/ > 2. 
Fix(K,) = B,, where x c GL. Then all G, orbits except { rxi fuse in K, . If 
K3. = ([la j: as K 2 (t), n = 2k + 2 and K, has orbits (6,6’ } in 02, where 
(6, d’} E &. If CL = (1,2 )...) kJ and z.1 is the image of G in (2, k + 1 j in S,, 1 
then K and (K)” fuse all G, orbits except (u). Hence M is doubly-transitive. 
Thus N,,(K) = C&t) is doubly-transitive on Fix(K). 
If 0, and 19~ do not fuse in C,(t), by the proof of Lemma 3, KS1 = 1 and 
c&~~““ = 1. C,,,(p cannot be exceptional of type n = 2k + 4 as 
C,&t)” = N”, and thus C1l(t)BL = HeI. Hence (n, k) = (8, 3). Since K is 
weakly closed in P with respect to M, P c N,,(K) = C,,,(t). Hence P contains 
an element x conjugate to the image of an 8-cycle in S,. Thus s is a product 
of seven g-cycles on ~2, contradicting x/, E C,,,(t)“‘. 
If 6, and 0, fuse in C,,(r). then C,,(t)“ 2 Hr. Since Cal(i)r is primitive, if 
Car(t), # I, C,b,(t), is transitive on r. Considering (t), by 141 and 16 iQ we 
have a contradiction. Thus Car(t)A = 1. By Lemma 1, Kr = 1. and so C,\,(i)’ 
must be exceptional. In particular, k > 2. If K II (t‘), let g E K - (t). Mow. 
the centralizer of H in C,,,(t) is (t> (see paragraph 2), and (,YY,),~ is generated 
by its transpositions. Hence there is an h E H, the image of a transposition, 
which does not centralize g. Thus 0 < /sup( gghjl < 4( ;I: ). Since M is 
doubly-transitive, m > lB l/3 - 2 m/3 by 15.1 of 171. As k > 2, (n, k) = 
(7, 3), (8, 3j, (9,4) or (11,5). We know C,\,(t) r is doubly-transitive, and, by 
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induction, each possibility for C,(t)‘. Let p be an odd prime dividing jr1 or 
I Tl - 1. As Car(%, = 1, P I I C.&)“l. W e h ave contradictions using the primes 
7, 13, 11 and 19, respectively. Hence K = (t). 
5 
LEMMA 5. Suppose hypotheses (a) and (b) of Lemma 4 hold. If 
n # 2k + 1, then C,,(t) = C,(t). If n = 2k + 1 and k > 2, then C,,(t) = C,(t) 
or CL(t). 
Proof. By Lemma 4, K = (t). If C,(t)” = C,(t)‘, then C,,,(t) = C,(t). 
Suppose C,*,(~)‘Z L,(2). If 19, and 8, fuse in C,,(t), as /r( = 26, 
13 I IL,(2)), a contradiction. Thus 8, and t$ do not fuse in C,,,(t). Hence 
C,,f(t)el = He1 z S,. By [51, all primitive groups of degree 1 I& ( = 10 and 
I&I = 20 are known, but none have L,(2) as a composition factor. As L,(2) 
is simple, C,,{(t): = C,M(t)4 As K = (t), CjJt): 1 (Q”, ~1~) and so 
CAU(t)i 2 Qr. By [4] and [6], we have a contradiction. 
Suppose C,,(t)’ z O;(2). AS 23 I /TJ but not /0,(2)1, 8, and 0, do not 
fuse in C,l,(t). Now, using hypotheses (a), let C,(t)” g W, where W s 
Psp(6, 21, PsP@, 2) or O,(2), and 8, and 8? not fuse in C,(t). By induction, 
all possibilities for Cn,(t)‘l and CJt)‘z are known, but none have FV as a 
composition factor. Thus CjM(f)F= C,,(t)“, and so CJt),. is transitive. As 
ldl < /Q//2, we have a contradiction by 13.5 of [7]. 
Therefore, assume CL(t)“c C,V&)x. If C,,,(t)$# 1, then C,,(t);! 2 (Q”, tlJ) 
and C,,{(t): 1 Qr, a contradiction by [4] and [6]. Hence C,,,(t):= 1. We can 
identify CL(t)’ with the group S, on the set of partitions of n = (3, 4,.... n, 
IZ + 1) into two k - 1 element subsets. Let h be a pre-image of “(n, n + 1)” 
in C.,,(t). Since K = (t), h It. centralizes Rr, where R is the image of (S,),,, in 
G. R acts primitively and non-regularly on each of its 4 orbits on R 0,i = 
((42) up}, e12 = {{LL ~1 UP}, e,, = {P}, &, = {{n) UP), where P ranges 
over all subsets of X= {3,4,..., n - 11. Hence the centralizer of R @j in S,, is 
trivial. As C,(t): = 1, k I,. # 1. Comparing the lengths of orbits, h must map 
e,, to e,, and fix I3,, and 8,? pointwise. As hi, centralizes Rr, hi, = 
n,E.Y (( 1, 2) Up, X-p). Let s be the image of (3,4) in G. As K = (t), 
there is a g in C,M(t) such that h = sg or Sgt. Thus h or ht has the same degree 
as s on a, and we may assume this is h. Hence h” moves only the blocks 
moved in h’. Since h” = n, @,X-p), h E C,(t) and [R, h] c (t), hi, = 
npE.Y.i=1.2 (14 UP, {iI u (X-P)) or 4, = 17pc.w,i=1,2 (PI UP, 13 -i) U 
(X-p)). Suppose the former case holds. Let u be the image of (1, n) in G. 
Let r = hh”h”‘. Then h(r’)” = npcx,i= 1 2 (11, ni UP, 12, ni UP) (14 UP, 
lil u W-P)) E C‘w(f)r - @>Y a contradiciion. Hence h is the “(n, n + 1)” of 
L. In particular, 8, and 0, fuse in C,,,(t). By 141 and [6 1, considering (r), 
C,,(r), = 1. As C,kf(r)F= 1 also, C,+[(t)” g C.,,(r)‘. Thus, if C,,.,(i)” = 
PTL(2, 9), Cl,,(t)r is a primitive group of degree 15 and order 1440, 
contradicting [5]. Hence C’,,(t)” = C,(Z)‘. Since C,(f) = (C,(l)? h) E CJr) 
and K = (t), comparing orders, C.,,(t) = C,(r). 
6 
The following 3 lemmas are by Michael O’Nan. 
LEMMA 6,l. Let T be a transitive group on A. a E A, and UE T,. Let 
R = { Up 1 g E T and lJg s T, }. Suppose that R is the union of r T,-conjugaq 
classes. Th.eiz r is the number of orbits JI N=(U) on Fix(U). 
ProoJ This is a generalization of 3.5 of (71 for I conjugacy classes, 
LEMMA 6.2. Let T be a transitive group on A. Suppose that U is a 
subgroup of T, and U contains a conjugacy class C ofp-elements haaixg the 
properties: 
(i) u h E C, then C,,(h) = C,(h). 
(ii) If h E C and hg E U, then hg E C. 
(iii) If v/ is an orbit of U and u E IV. some element x qf Cjxes a. Thus 
this s fives a point in each orbit of U. 
Then, U is transitive on A. 
ProoJ Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of U. Claim P is a Syiow p- 
subgroup of T. Let f E N,(P) be a p-element and g be an element of C lying 
in P. Then s/E P also. By (ii). gf E C. Thus there is an h E U such that 
gf= g”. Hence gf”-’ = g, and so j2 - ’ E C,(g). By (i), 1% e-L E U. Since 
h E U9 f E 0 also. As P is Sylow in U, S E P, and the claim follows. 
Note also that (i) and (ii) imply that N,,((hlj) = N,((h),) if 12 E C. 
Now let CI be an element of an orbit of P of minimal length. Then, P, is B 
Sylow p-subgroup of both U, and T,. Let w be the Uorbit of G, and let 
x E P, satisfy condition (iii). Let II be the number of orbits of NL.((x)) or_ 
Fix(x) n w5 and P the number of orbits of Nr((x)) on Fix(x). Since 
NL’((X)) = N,{(x)), u < L’. 
On the other hand, let C,={yECI~lfixes u\=Cf3Un=CnT,. By 
Lemma 0.1, C, is the union of u conjugacy classes, conjugate in U,, and I’ 
conjugacy classes, conjugate in T,. Since P, is Sylow in U, and T, and 
UaczTar ~~<u,andthus~=~‘. 
Since N,((x)) = NJ(x)), Fix(x) G v. If t,~ c 11, x fixes a point on an orbit 
in Z4 - +Y by (iii), a contradiction. Hence w=/l. So U is transitive on A. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Let T be a transitive group on A. Suppose that U is a trarz- 
sitive subgroup of T, and U contains a conjugacJl class C of p-elements 
having the properties: 
(i) If h E C, C,(h) = C,(h). 
(ii) Ifh E C and hg E U, then hg E C. 
(iii) If G is a graph on A x A preserved by U and (u, p) E G, then 
there is an h E C tuhich fixes (a, /3) and at least one point on each other 
graphof UonAxA. 
Then, TG U”‘, the 2-closure of U. 
ProoJ Lemma 6.2 implies that the orbits of T and U on A X A are the 
same. 
7 
LEMMA 7.1. If C,,(t) = C,(t), then Mc G(“. If C,(t) = C,(t), then 
MGL”‘. 
Proof. Let C = { tg 1 g E G], { tg 1 g E L }, respectively. Then for each 
h E C, C,(h) = C,(h) or C,(h), respectively. Therefore hypothesis (i) of 
Lemma 6.3 is satisfied. Let (a, p) be any point of f2 x R. Then 1 an/?/ > 2, 
lu-a~/3~>2 or ({1,2,...,n}-aW/3/>2. Choose 6,,S2Ean& 
a-an/l or {1,2,..., n)-au/l, 6,#6,. Let h be the image in G of the 
transposition (6,. 8,) in S,. Then h fixes (a, ,!J). The graphs of G are the sets 
,q=((a,/l)1ianPI=k-i+ I}, l<i<k+ 1. We can choose (3, q in fi 
such that 6,,6,@o,y and lanql=k-i+ 1 unless rz=2k+ 1 and i= 
k+l.Here,wecanfindao,II’suchthatlonrlj=Oifwechoose6,,6,Ea 
and 6,) 6, & v. Clearly h tixes all these (a, ~1)‘s. The orbits of L on Q X Q 
are a union of G orbits (z%i with .Ykt3 Pi, i > 1). 
Claim if g E M and tg E G or L, respectively, then tg E C: Since 
u = tg E G or L, 24 is the image of r disjoint 2 cycles (a, ,P1)(a,,PI) e.. 
(or, ,8,.) of S, or S,, , (resp.). Suppose r > 1. Then we may assume 
al ,/II, a2 # n + 1. Let u be the image in G of (a,, p,) E S,,. As t, u and v are 
conjugate in S,, I fix(u)1 = J fix(v)1 = 1 fix(t)1 = Irl. First suppose that u E G. 
Then fix(u)= (yEJ21 {crr,P,}n>r = {a,,Pl} or 01, and fix(u)= (JJEJ~I 
{ai,Pi}nr = (ai,Pi) or 0, l<i<r), so lix(u)Cfix(v). Since 
{a2, 6, ,..., 6,- 1} E fix(v) - fix(u), where di#a,,/?,,a,,/3z, all i, we have 
fix(u) c fix(v), a contradiction. 
Next suppose u E L - G. If r # k + 1 = (n + 1)/2, then there is an h EL 
such that U” E G, and so fix(zth) c fix(zlh). Hence, suppose r = k + 1 and 
/?, = n + 1. Then fix(u) = { {yr ,..., 11~) ( yi = ai or pi} if k is even, and fix(u) = 
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{jr! ,..., ?jk\ ! yi = ai or Pii U 1 jr1 T...3 hII we can (re)arrange the yi so that 
(~)~~-r, yzj} = {a,.,,Oij}, 1 <j < (k - 1)/2, and & = a,} if k is odd. Hence 
Ifix(u)l = 2” or 2 + ((l,2jfk-lj), respectively. We can show by induction (k 
odd and even separately) that \fix(u)l < If 1, another contradiction. Thus 
I’ = 1, and so u is the image of a transposition of S,, or S, + , . Hence t” E C. 
By Lemma 6 3 ML G”’ or L”’ respectively. * 3 7 
PROPOSITION 7.2. If C,+[(t) = C,(t), rhen M= G. 
Proox By Lemma 7.1, M g G’“. G’“’ preserves the graph Gz = ((a, j?) I 
Ianpl=k- 1). By [l]. G”‘c_G. Since GEM, M=G. 
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LEMMA S.1. If n = 2k + 1 and k > 3, then L is its own 2-closure. 
Proof. L is permutation isomorphic to 1, where E % S,, , acts on the set 
fi(n + 1, k + 1) of partitions of { 1, 2,..., n + l} into two k + 1 element sets. 
(See introduction.) So if E E fi, Or = (a, a’ 1, where u E Q(n + 1, k $- 1) and 
a/=(1,2,..., n+ 1)-a. Let oEQ(n+l,k) and Tm=(ZEfi;Z~o.c or 
acu’}.Then(T,I=n-k+l. WedefineE-pifwecanchoosea,8inp 
such that Ia n /3 = k. Note that /a’ r‘l /I’ I = k a!so. Thus if 65 and 13 are 
distinct elements of T,, then Or - j?. 
Conversely, suppose TC J2 satisfies / Tl = n - k + 1 and for all distinct 
U, BE T. U - ,6. Claim T = T, for a unique 0. As k > 3, n - k + 1 > 5. hence 
T contains 3 distinct elements ii, j?, 7. Let Cr = ( (x, ~...) ,K~, a}. ( ~1~ ,.~.. yk, b I] 
and p= ((x, ,... ~ -)ik, b}, (~7~ ,..., yk, a} ). We may choose y in p so that 
Ian ‘r’l = k. If {xl ,...,I Gi, . . . . xkr a} c y, as k >, 3, y = {s, ,... r ii,.... sh, a, b i, 
and so { yr,..., J)~} c a’, p’, 11’. Thus, we may assume j’= {(x) ,.=., Sk, :‘i i3 
{ 4’1 Ye.’ _ 1,..~’ f. J’~, a, bj}. Now, let 6 be any other element of T. As nn the case 
of p? either (-yl . . . . . xk} c S or 6= (X ,,... ,%. ,: . . . . .x~: a, b/ and 6’ = {yl ..~.) 
J’~, .x~]~ The latter case cannot hold since j y n S/ < k. and as k > 3. 
1 yn 6’ / < k also. Hence i-c TO. where o = ix, ,..I, x~}. Since 1 Tl = / T,i. 
T= To. 
If *TE-a. the orbits of z, are 4,()s)={S~ali~~n6/=k-i+2 or 
(]‘n!‘I=k-i+2), l<i<((k+3)/2]. Let ,gEk’“’ and T=(T,,)“, If E 
and p are distinct eiements of T, then Eg-’ and ,!?’ are distinct elements of 
Tn. Hence agm’ -,/?-I. or /5”-’ E dz(E’). -4s g E L”‘, j? E ZI(E) or Cr - ,E. 
Since 1 T/ = 1 T,l, by the preceding paragraph, T= T, for a unique r in 
Q(#z + 1, k). Thus, we may define erg = r, and we get a permutation represen- 
tation Q of L’*’ into SR,n+l,k,. For all E E fi, (ci} = n,,, T,. Thus. any g 
fixing all the TO’s is the .identity. Hence 4 is faithful. 
Since E g L(I). $(z) c d(zt2’). Also Q(Z) = G(rz + 1; k). As k > 3 an.d 
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it + 1 = 2k + 2, by Proposition 7.2, #(L’2’) = G(n + 1, k) or Aotn+ ,,kl_E 
@(2)). Since )( “:I)! > $( ;)!, we must have @(I’“) = G(n + 1, k) = d(L). 
As 4 is faithful, z”’ = z. Hence L”’ = L. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. If C,(t) = CL(t), then M= L. 
Proof: By Lemmas 7.1 and 8.1. 
9 
PROPOSITION 9. If (n, k) = (5,2). then there are only 2 subgroups L and 
W of S, strictly containing G and not containing A,. The lattice of 
subgroups containing G is: G c L c W c So, where L 2 S, and 
WZ PTL(2, 9) z Aut(S,). 
ProoJ As G is primitive, so is any group containing it. We know all 
primitive groups of degree ( g ) = 10 up to permutation isomorphism [5 1, and 
there is one isomorphic to S, contained in one isomorphic to PTL(2, 9) z 
Aut(S,). 
Let G c L, , where L, is permutation isomorphic to L. Thus there is a 
g E S, such that L = LT. As G c L also, (G, Gg) c L c W= Aut(L). As 
G % Sj, there is a )Y E W such that (Gg)“’ = G@” = G, that is, gl+! normalizes 
G. Since Aut(G) = G, there is an h E G such that gn4 centralizes G. Since G 
is primitive and non-regular, CsQ(G) = 1, and so gwh = 1. Thus g E W. Since 
1 W: L I= 2, L a Wand thus L, = Lgm-’ = L. Hence L is unique. 
Let W, be permutation isomorphic to W, and let W, contain L. As 
/W:Lj=IW,:LI=2,La WandLa W,,andthusLa(W,W,).Now 
W is maximal in So. Since S, does not normalize L, we must have 
(W, W,) = W, that is, W = W, . Hence W is unique also. 
10 
PROPOSITION 10. Let k = 2 and n = 6. Then there is a unique subgroup 
M strictly containing G and strictly contained in A,, and ill is isomorphic to 
PSL(4, 2). 
Prooj We know all primitive groups of degree ( : ) = 15 by 151. Since 
G c M, M 2 PSL(4,2) and is unique up to permutation isomorphism. Let 
G c M, M,, where M, is permutation isomorphic to M, so M, = Mg, where 
gE SC!. Thus G, Gg c M, . Since PSL(4, 2) z A,, there is only one 
conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic to S, in M,. Hence there is an 
m EM, such that G”” = G. Considering Aut(G), either (G, gm) = G or 
j(G, gnz)j = 1440. As th ere are no primitive groups of order 1440 and degree 
15 by [S 1, gm E G. Since G 5 M,, g E 111,. and so M! = M. IIence M is 
unique. 
11 
LEMMA ! 1.1. Y (n, k) = @,a and C,(t) f C,(f). then C,\,(f) contains 
a= (il, 21, {3,4})({1,3\, {2,3})({1,4}, i2,41) rL,, i{3. il. 14, il)!i5- 6). 
(7, 8})(i5 ‘713 16, 8)X(5, SL (6, 7)). 
ProoJ Here C,W(t)” = C’,(l)‘% S,. By Lemmas 4 and 5: K 3 (tj and 8, 
and I!?~ fuse in C,%,(t). Thus Ce,(t)r is primitive. If K, I> (t>. by the proof of 
Lemma 4, m < 4( t:: ) = 4 and M is doubly-transitive. But since m > jD 113 -
2m/3, we have a contradiction. Hence K, = (f). Since K 3 (t), K’ + I. 
By the proof of Lemma 1, Kr is an elementary abelian 2-group. Since C&j’ 
is primitive, Kr is transitive, hence regular. 
Let a E K contain the 2-cycle ({ 1, 2}, (3, 4}). Let R be the image in C,,(r) 
of (334) x (S&J = 5,. Then Rr centralizes al, and [R-a] cl (f:je IIence 
a/,. is as above. By the proof of Lemma 1? K, = 1, hence al, # 1. Since 
[R, a; c <t>, and la E K also, K contains the above element tl. 
LEMMA 11.2. M is doubly-trunsitiue, and M,, c_ C,w(r), where u = ( I: 3 1 
and ,i3= {29 3). 
BvooJ M is doubly-transitive since fa fuses all orbits of G, except (ti ;. 
Considering the image in G of (S,tj,23r since ta fixes /z’ also, tcr combines G,,3 
orbits so that we have: {u). (/?I. A’ = A - ({a) U {p)) and r. Suppose M is 
triply-transitive. If we let I’= (1,4} and r be the image of (3, 5)(4, 6) E S,, 
considering fa and a’, MuSy combines orbits of lengths 1, 1, 4. 1. 8: 8, 8. If 
we let 7 = { 1, 2}, G,,, has orbits of lengths 1, 1. 1, 5, 5, 5, 10. Comparing 
these two lists, M must be quadruply-transitive. But, deg(tj = 12 and, by 
15.1 of j71. m > ((521 - 1)/2 > 13, a contradiction. Hence ,&Jan has the 4 
orbits listed above. 
Suppose M$ is primitive. As C,,,(t)“,; z M$, 2’ . 5! j /Mij/. Thus 
n,,sM$ by (51. If M,,,# 1, it is transitive on d’. But jA’i < $Li. 
contradicting 13.5 of [7]. Thus M”,&, = I, and so Mi, has a composition 
factor isomorphic to A iO. Since (rl = 16, Mi;s has no non-trivial blocks, i.e.; 
it is primitive. As (10!/2) / jMLol, ML,zAA,, or S,, by [5]? and so cannot 
have A,, as a composition factor. Thus lM:b is imprimitive. As 
c,,m”,; 5 n4;l,; 9 M$ has blocks B,, x # /3). Wence M,, centralizes r. 
PROPOf3ITIOt-4 11.3. M = (G, a) is unique and isomorphic to Psp(6, 2). 
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ProoJ: By Lemma 11.2, Cnl(t),O = M,,. By Lemma 11.1, lM,,( = 2’ . 5!. 
and so (M( = 2’ . 34 . 5 . 7. Since (G, a} is doubly-transitive and Ma9 = 
CM(~),, = GW,,~ ta, a’ ( s E G and as fixes (L and p) E (G, a), M = (G, ai 
and so is unique. 
Let V = (u, ,..., tls) be an &dimensional vector space over Z,. Define 
f: V+ Z, by f(CiES vi) = ISI (mod 2), where S is a subset of ( 1,2,..., 8). 
Let u = Cs= r t,i, U = (u) and W = f -‘(0)/U. Let ii? be the image of M on 
W, i.e., gE M is the image of g EM if (&rsi,jsS zli + uj f U)” = 
Ci,jEs,(i,,j,, =(i,jJa ui, + vj, + U, where 1 SJ = 4. Checking all possibilities for 
a, we see this map is well-defined. We can define a non-singular alternating 
bilinear form ( , ) on W as follows: If u = CiEs ui + U and w = Cie7 vi + V, 
then (v, w) = (S n TI (mod 2). Then fi preserves ( , ). As IMJ = JPsp(6,2)1, 
111 z Psp(6, 2). 
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LEMMA 12.1. If (n, k) = (IO, 3) and C,(t) f C,(r), then C,w(t) contains 
a= ((1, 2, 31, {L 2,4}) I<[>4 ((1, 2,i), 13,4, ii) &>, (13,4 A, 14, i,jl) 
rl [r,s,u,v,w,=(6,7,8,9,,~,({5, Y, S), {Up u, “V)) ni>4 ({ 1, 3, i}, 12739 i)) (( 1, 4, i}, 
{2,4, i}). 
ProoJ Suppose K = (t). Then C~&/(r) z C,,*(t)” g F’sp(6, 2). As 
Psp(6, 2) is simple, C,Jt)f‘ z Psp(6, 2j or C,(t)? = C,(t)“. In the latter case, 
C,,f(t)r is transitive. As Id ) < i IQ/, by 13.5 of [ 71, we have a contradiction. 
Hence C,(t)’ z Psp(6, 2). If y E r, then 23 j( ( C.k&‘)f I. But, if we choose 1’ in 
B,, then C,&t)F has a subgroup isomorphic to S, and 2’ 1 7! We have 
another contradiction, thus K 3 (t). 
If K, =) (t), then M is doubly-transitive and nz < 4( :I:) = 24 by the proof 
of Lemma 4, contradiction m 2 /Q//3 - 2 m/3. Thus K, = (tj. Since 
K 3 (t), Kr # 1. As in the proof of Lemma 11.1, K’ is regular. If R is the 
image of (3,4) X (Sn)1234 in C&), then K contains an element a such that 
[R, al G (t). Th us al, is as above. Since t is an even permutation, a must be 
also. Otherwise Kr would have a subgroup of index 2, normal in C,,f(t)r. But 
as Kr is regular, Kr must be minimal normal in C,,r(t)r. Again K,, = 1, so 
aI3 # 1. Hence K contains a as defined above. 
LEMMA 12.2. M is doubly-transitive, and M,, s C,\,(t), where a = 
i 1, 5, 6) and /3 = (2,5,6]. 
ProoJ The element a defined above fuses all G, orbits except {a}, so A4 
is doubly-transitive. Let s be the image of (1, 5, 7, 2,8, 6) f S,. Then a and 
as fix u and p and fuse G,, orbits, so that M,, has orbits combining: (a ;. 
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{B}, 4’ =A - ({al u {PI), and r. Suppose M is triply-transitive. Let 1: = 
{ 1, 7, 8 \ and 6 = (2, 7,8). Considering a, MaBy combines orbits of lengths 1, 
1, 1, 1, 4, 4, 8, 8, 12, 16, 16, 16, 16, 16. Thus the length of each orbit is z 0 
or 1 (mod4). If we let cr={l,2,3}, p={4,5,6j and 1/=/9,8,9), M,,, 
combines orbits of lengths 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 27, 
Suppose M,, is imprimitive. Since IQ -- ({a) U (fi}jj = 118, M,, can on!y 
have blocks of lengths 2 or 59. If v is the block of M,, containing yi and 
CT E y, then o‘“‘=by E I+J. Since 59 = 1 f 58 and 58 = 2 (.mod 4): M,, cannot 
have blocks of length 59. Using the second orbit list, / I$ 2 4. Thus M,, is 
primitive. 
Since 118 f 1 + X’ for an integer x, by 3 1.1 of 171, M is quadruply- 
transitive. By 15.1 of (71, m > (IQ\ --1)/2 > 59. But deg(f)= 56. a 
contradiction. Hence M is only doubly-transitive. and M,, has orbits j, a). 
{/I;, 4’ and r. 
Let II= { 1, 7, S} and zf be the image of (1,5,2, 7) E S,,. Then a and a” fix 
a, 8. y and fuse GaUy orbits so that M$, has orbits of lengths combining 1, 1.. 
20, 32, If Mib is primitive, by 17.4 of 171, no orbit other than (y} of length 
one exists. As (21,32) = (20,33) = 1, by 17.5 of 171, M$ must be doubly- 
transitive. Thus 53 ( IMj. Since M is primitive and lOI= 120 = 2. 53 + 14? 
we have a contradiction by 13.10 of [7]. Hence Mti is imprimitive. As 
CMW,, c M,, . fi1:; has the BX’s as blocks, where x # { 5, 6). Thus 
Ma3 E C.,,(f)- 
PROPOSITION 12.3. M = (G, a> is unique and isomorphic to Psp(8. 2). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 12.2, M,, = C,\,(t),,. Let u be the image of 
(1, L.., lO)l E S, in G. Let 5 be the image of a” in C,,(r)‘. Then (cl”-” is 
the a of Lemma 11.1. Hence C,,l(t)“z Psp(6.2). and C+,,(t),a 2- (G. a j. Since 
(G,a) is doubly-transitive, M = (G, aj and so is unique. As 1 K,,\ = 2”, 
\C,,(t),,\ = 26 \C,(t)g\, 8~ 2, and thus 11121 = 2’” . 3’ . 5’ . 7 . 17. 
Let V= (27, ..., u,,) be a IO-dimensional vector space over Z,. Define f: 
V-Z2 by S(Cies ui)= /S/ (mod 2), where S is a subset of {1,2,..., 10). 
Thenf is linear. Let u = xi!!, Do, U= (u) and W=f-‘(0)/U. Let G be the 
image of M on r-Y, i.e., gE M is the image of g E hrl if c,,i,!,j i,J,kE’i 
Ui+Ujfuk+U)LT.. ui,J,kES,(i’,j’.k’)= (i.j,k)e ~;j + ~1; + ~1; + U, where ) S j = 6. 
Checking al! possibilities for a, we see this map is well-defined. We can 
define a non-singular alternating bilinear form ( , ) on W as in 
Proposition 11.3. Then D preserves ( , >. Since jMi = / Psp(8,2)/, M z 
Psp(8, 2). 
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We now consider the case where (n, k) = (12,4) and C,,,(t) f C,(t). 
LEMMA 13.1. C,(t) contains the element a = n (( 1, 2, I; 5}, (1, 2, r, 6)) 
({I, 2, 3, i}, {4, 5, 6, i)) - ({1,2,4, i), {3,5, 6, i)) ({1,2. s, i}, {3,4, s, iI> 
({a 3,4? 5}, {a 3,4,6)) ({ 1, 3,4, i/, {2,5, 6, iI) - (1L5,6, il, (2, 3,4, iI> 
({ 1, 3, s, i), {2, 4, s, i}) ({ L4, s, i), (2, 3, s, i}) ((4, 5, i, A, {q,6, LA> . 
((4, i, j, k), {q, i’, j’, k’}) ((r, 5, i, j}, {r, 6, i, j}) ({r, i, j, kL jr, i’, j’, k’ 1) 
((5, i, j, k}, {6, i’?j’, k’ }I, where q = 1, 2, r = 3,4? s = 5,6 and {i, j, k, 
i’,j’, k’) = (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). Thus C,(t) = (t, H, a) is unique. 
ProoJ By Lemma 5, C,Jt)/(t) 2 C,ll(t)b E Psp(8, 2). Let a be an element 
of C,(t) whose image 5 in C,(t)” is the a of the (II, k) = (10, 3) case, but 
acting on (3, 4,..., 12) this time (map N F+ N + 2). Let u and u be the images 
in H of (5, 7) and (6, 7) in S,, respectively. Thus 5. 5’ = ti*!. As K = (t), we 
may choose a so that a . a” = a”. 
Let x, ~1 and U be the images in H of (3, 4), (5.6) and (Sn),23156, 
respectively, and let V = (t, X, JJ, U). By the proof of 12.1, C,,(V) = 
(a, r, X, JJ). Let g and h be the images in G of (1,3)(2,4) and (1, 5)(2, 6) in 
S,, respectively. Then ag and ah E C,(V). By considering 5 and points in A. 
we can show ag = a and ah = sty. Continuing with 5, as, ah and the relations 
a . au = au and [V, al = 1, we find a must be as above. 
In the (n, k) = (10, 3) case, M = (G, a). Hence C>\*(t) = (t, a, H) here. 
LEMMA 13.2. C,(t) = C,(t) tohere Y z O,(2). 
ProoJ Let V = (ti, ,..., viz> be a 12.dimensional vector space over Z, . 
Let f be a linear function from V to Zz defined byf(CiEs ai) = / Sj (mod 2), 
where S is a subset of (1,2,..., 12j. Let u = u1 + v2 + me. + vi2, U= (u) and 
5 = f -‘(0)/U. We define a non-singular alternating bilinear form ( , ) on D 
as follows: If v = riEs ~7~ + U and by = CiEX 11~ + U, then (u, w) = [S n TI 
(mod 2). We define a quadratic form q on B by q(v) = IS]/2 (mod 2). Let 
Y= (G, C,(t)) and F be the image of Y on fi, i.e., g E y is the image of 
g E Y if (Ci,j,k,[ Vj + Vj + Vk + VI + U)’ = y ~[r’,~‘.k’,l’l=li.j.k.i~~ I v., + vj, + 
uk, + a[, + U, where ISI = 4. Checking all possibilities for a, we see a 
preserves ( , ) and q(v) = 0, so F preserves q(v) = 0, i.e., Y C 0 i(2). 
Since 1 Y( = / YI,lO,(2) : ul divides 24. As O;(2) is simple and S’,? z 
G c Y, IO ~~(2) : YI = 1 or 24. If the index is 24, as 17 / /0;(2)1, the 
representation of 0 i(2) on the cosets of y is primitive. Since 24 = 1 . 17 + 7, 
by 13.10 of [7], A2‘, is a subgroup of this representation, hence a 
composition factor of O,(2), a contradiction. We conclude O,(2) = r, 
hence Y = (G, C,,f(r)) z O,(2), and thus CJI) = C,(t). 
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PROPOSITION 13.3. M is unique and isomorphic to O;(2), 
Proof. Let C = Its: y E Yi. Let h E M and th E Y. As t” is conjugate to 
f, it fixes jT( points in 0. Thus, its image g in U;(2) fixes 255 isotropic 
vectors. Hence g fixes a vector subspace 5’ of .6 of dimension > 8. A 
maximal totally isotropic subspace of J? has dimension 5. Since g # i. 
dim fi’ = 9: i.e., g is a transvection. As O,(2) is transitive on non-isotrcpic 
vectors, O,(2) has only one conjugacy class of transvections. Hence i” E C. 
Since t fixes a point on each orbit of G on Q x 0, it fixes a point on each 
M orbit. As 19 j 1 Q 1 - 1 but not / 0 i(2)/, Y is uniprimitive. By Lemma 6.3, 
Mc YiZ)~ The orbits of G on RxQ are @j=((a,p)~[a~~~=k-i+ I}- 
‘i < i < 4. If we let a = (1,3, 7,8}, a fuses @I to Qp, and BJ to Q5. Thus the 
orbitsof Yand Y(“onQnQaren,= {(~,a)/aEQ},n~= ((a,P)j/ctng( 
is odd) and A,={(a,P)llan/?l is even/. If u=CiEsui+U and W= 
xi,, ui + U, then (c, IV) = /S m Ti (mod 2). Thus ,(” c Sp(10,2). (See 
Lemma 13.2) F(2) has the following 3 orbits on fi x +G, where u, w E an: 
x2 = i(L), IV) ( (LL It’) = 11 = ((c, II‘) / q(c + w) = 1 ), 
and 
since q(t) f W) = q(a) + q(w) + (t’, w), and I! and w are isotropic. Any vector 
u E W can be expressed 1.4 = u + w, where / S ( = / TI = 4. Thus F(;‘:) c 0 ,(2), -- 
and SO pz) = F Since (Y, Q) and (Y, Sz) are permutation isomorphic. 
Y”’ = Y. Hence M = Y is unique and isomorphic to 0 ~~(2). 
The proof of the main theorem follows from Propositions 7.2, 8.2, 9, 1% 
11.3. 12.3 and 13.3. 
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